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Editor Mitchell
AnnouncesStaff
ForSCYearbook
TedMitchell, editor of the Aegis,
announced at a recent staff meet-
ing that the individual class pho-
tographs will this year be taken
by tho professional photographer,
R. S. Ochi. This will greatly im-
prove the appearance of the an-
nual over that of previous years.
Mitchell praised also the work of
the school photographer, Vern Ro-
bison, who has already takenmany
excellent pictures of school activ-
ities.
Although the theme, color, and
general makeup have not yet been
determined, the editorial staff is
rapidly completing its plans, and
the business staff is well under
'way.
The following students comprise
the editorial staff: Ted Mitchell,
editor-in-chief; B. J. Dunham and
Joe Eberharter, assistant editors;
Genevieve Crenna, class editor;
Jean Kinney, organization editor;
and Jack Terhar, activities editor.
Also on the staff are Don Nelson,
Bill Moffat, Dona Gene Moberg,
Walter Russell, John Bulman, Juan-
itaBrown, John Feeley,Bob Grieve
Pat Canan,LillianZucco, Mary El-
len Beyer and Mary Ann Schneid-
er.
The business staff is headed by
Gene Voiland, advertising manager
( Continued on Page 4)
Banquet To Honor
New S. S. Members
At Piedmont Hotel
The Silver Scroll takes the stage
this week as eight new pledges
come into their own. as active
members. The honorary organiza-
tion in its fourth year feted
the pledges at a banquet Thurs-
day, Oct. 30th at the Piedmont
Hotel. The pledges honored were
Mary Abernethy, Mary Ellen Bey-
er, Ruth Brand, Ruth Brock, Bar-
bara JeanDunham, AlbertaGrieve,
Florida Perri and Marion Trieber.
If strange new sights appear on
the campus, it is merely the new
pledges in disguise, aprons, fancy
hair ribbons, the uncommon treat
of no lipstick, and such other get-
ups as prescribed by the oldsters
in the Silver Scroll. The formula
before acceptance. Meanwhile, the
much discussed Sadie Hawkins|
Day is well under way with the jchairmanship in the able hands of
Ruth Brand and Mary Abernethy.
Those on various committees(
are: Program, Alberta Grieve;'
publicity, Barbara Jean Dunham;
decoration, Marion Trieber; or-
chestra, Florida Perri; tickets,
Ruth Brock and Mary EllenBeyer.
The hall hasn't been decidedupon
nor has the orchestra been chosen.
Tickets will be under $1.00 and
are to be purchased from Ruth
Brock and Mary Ellen Beyer. This
event will climax a merry chase.
New Judicial Board
Judge Takes Office
At A.S.S.C.Meeting
Before 400 students Charles Law
Iwas sworn into office of Sopho-more judge by Chief Judge Bill
Moffat on October 24. In an in-
auguration address, Moffat pnint-
ied out the need of students for
Iobserving the A.S.S.C. constitution
more carefully. He praised Mr.
Law's "scholarly knowledge of the
constitution."
RULES OF ORDER
! Robert'sRules of Order were re-
Iferred to students as the proced-
lure controlling student body meet-
ings. The Chief Judge quoted
from Robert's Rules "the unfor-
tunate habit many chairmen have
of speaking or asking questions
Ibefore the assembly, eveninterrup-
ting members who have the floor,
is unjustified by either the com-
mon parliamentary law or the
practice of congress." Moffat then
pointed out that if the chairman
desires to take part in debate, the
correct procedure would be to sur-
render the chair to the vice-presi-
dent and then debate.
SENIOR JUDGE
Eclipsing the student body elec-
tions of past years in tenseness
the examination electing a senior
judge has not yet been made j
known. In an October 9 and Oct-
ober19 examination Mary Doherty
tied with Jack Terhar. Another
exam was set for Oct. 29 but its
results have not yet been posted.
Charles Law, new sophomore
judge, is a prominent member of
the Gavel Club and a champion of j
the Freshman Amendment. He (
served on last year's Homecoming
committee. He took office immed- ,
iately after the Advisory Board|.
verified his appointment.
The Rights of a Newspaper
Daily Mass
OfferedFor S C
By Sodality
The new chapel having been
completed and ready to receiveI the Eucharist for several weeks,' the Sodality, recognizing that the
Blessed Sacrament is the center"
lof our faith, is sponsoring daily'
Mass in the chapel for the benefit
of the student body.
j The thought behind this activity
I1I
1 is that every one of the catholic
faith belongs to the Mystical Body.,of Christ so that it is not a questionI
of the individual praying for him-
1 self but in offering up together!
j with Christ, sacrifice, prayers,and
\ good works, he shares the grace
of these acts with all In the Mys-
tical Body. In this way the
1 Eucharistic committee from the
| Sodality, in daily assisting at
Mass, extends the grace received
; at Mass to all. The Mass will be j' celebrated on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday by Father Wharton
r and on Tuesday and Thursday by
1,Father Gaffney.
Co-chairmen of the Eucharistic
: committee are Tom Anderson and
Veronica McHugh. Their com-
mittee is composed of five sec-
tions, one for each school day,
from which one person will assist
as server. ItIs hoped that a cas-
sock for the server may be ob-
tained from some source. The
Mass will be at 7:30.
Another chapel meeting will be
!for the daily recitation of the Ro-
sary under the leadership of Bob
Mahaney at 12:10. The recitation
is intended to teach the student
to meditate and impart a more
intimate knowledge of Christ and
jhis Blessed Mother.
Notices appeared on the bulle-
j tin boards several days last week
|enabling the student to sign for
'
attendance at mass with any of
the sections of the Eucharistic
committee. This was also done ,
in connection with the rosary re-
citations.
For the student's convenience,
on the Thursday before the first
'
Friday of each month, confessions
will be heard by Father Smith of .
the residence.
Gavel Debates
On Free Press
For College
—— ____
i
Choosing- a timely topic for the (
meeting on Wednesday, Nov. sth, <
the Gavel Club will debate on the s
subject, Resolved: that the free-
dom of the press as understood in
the Constitution of the United
States be extended to the Seattle <
College Spectator. A small furor
was created among the students
by a recent exercise of this same
freedom by the paper.
Affirmative speakers chosen
were Mary Doherty and Bob Gian-
elli. The negative side will be de- s
fended by John Daly and Joe Va- t
gle. m
Winning Team s
v
Bob Grieve, manager of the Ga- a
vel Goons, reported on the spec- stacular successes of the team, j
which on last Wednesday gained c
first place in the intramural a
league. Shirts have been purchas- c
ed for the Goons by their enthus- t
iastic backers, the Gavel Club. p
Roscoe Balch, co-chairman of n
the annual High School Debate ",
Tournament, reported on the pro-
gram of plans. Several replies ac-
cepting the invitation to partici- s
pate have been received. More are !'
expected daily.
*'
The program for the Oct 29th ;j
meeting consisted of some very
entertainingextemporaneous talks, f
Bob Grieve was voted the best
speaker. He addressed the club
on the negativeof the subject: Re- ?
solved: that the Seattle College
students should picket the Frosh- _
Soph barn dance.
Spokesman Says Aid
To Russia May Be
Lesser Of Two Evils
Strongly opposing the
group which favors no aid to
Communistic Russia is anoth-
er student group which offer-
ed through their Spokesman
todayreasons whyaid may be
given to Russia without en-
dangering the Catholic stand
ion Communism.
Following is the complete
quotation from the leader of
|this group:
Before the militant group of
Seattle College Students organize
withother Catholic educational in-
stitutions throughout the nation
to stop aid to Communistic Rus-
sia, it is suggested that the situa-
tion be viewed from a personal
standpoint as well as religious,
and in getting personal let's for-
get "we've been pushed far
enough" and determine "Is it right
or wrong to aid Russia?"
Choice of Evils
In hunting for arguments on
either side of this question, all
parties or groups seem to base
their beliefs on persona! feelings
and theory rather than concrete
statistics and proven facts. No one
doubts or questions the late Holy
Father Pope Pius Xls statement
that "communism is intrinsically
wrong," but there are times when
there is only a choice of evils and
in today's struggle it is "Hiri\tiT&~
or Communism. Communism has
been plodding on its heavy cum-
bersome way for approximately
twenty-five years. It has never
made the great strides mentally,
morally, or geographically that
Nazism has in the past eight
years. Nazism has spread ruth-
lessly over people and countries
like an all-consuming forest fire.
The best available statistics show
that even in Russia there are five
Nazi sympathizers to every three
communists.
Moral Value
In offering aid to Russia, it is
not the intention of the United
States Government to collaborate
with Communism or to aid its de-
velopment in this or any other
land. Our government is merely
offering a country, which unfor-
tunately happens to be ruled by
a communistic group, materials
which are essential to its defense
against an unjust aggressor. At
the same time, our aid is helping
Russia crush or seriously weaken
a force which if left to itself
would sweep away every right,
every liberty, every privilege
which Christians hold dear. This
could be termed the "moral value"
rtf aiding Russia. True Catholics
and Christians alike should place
(Continued Page 4)
S. C.StudentsUrged
To Contribute To
Community Chest
Conducted by Rev. Father Ger-
il<l Beezer, S.J., the Greater Seat-
:!e Defense Chest drive is under-
lay and will operate in the Book-
store until Nov. 7. All donations
vl11 be received by bookstore
igents. Further outlining- the pro-
cram of the Community Fund,
father Beezer stated that the
Greater Seattle Defense Chest is
i non-profit corporation formedby
itizens chosen at a mass meeting
o aid the community and its peo-
ple in time of need. It is an alMn-
ne campaign formed to meet the
lormal needs, plus the needs of
he greatly increased population.
Its main purpose is to help pre-
erve Democracy. It does this by
providing welfare, health, recrea-
ion and morale building services
or the men in our army and navy,
he workers in defense industries,
nd the civilians who stand behind
hem.
The Community Fund is but one
f the organizations in this eom-
lined campaign which is being
ailed upon to meet social prob-
(Continued Page 4)
Dynamite could not hare caused a more powerful explosion than did the
story which appeared in last week's SPECTATOR telling of a student group
which condemned aid to Comunistic Russia.
Since its publication there has been heated argument both for and against
the policies of that group, but even more noticeable have been the numerous
suspicions by laymen, faculty and students that this story was the editorial
policy of the Spectator itself. These suspicions, if true American journalism
still exists in reality, are most emphatically unwarranted.
Since the glorious era of pioneer editors, of write your views and risk
death, of political powers be damned, of print the truth or nothing, it has been
a first rule of journalism that the front page news stories must be factual,
must tell only the news and not express editorial views in the articles in any
way whatsoever. The SPECTATOR could hardly defy the whole of American
journalism and editorialize in a story of such importance as that one which
dealt with aid to Comunistic Russia.
However, there is no law, no tradition, no standard which says that a
newspaper's editorial policy may not agree with a news story which appears
on its pages
—
if such a case ever occurs it is purely coincidental.
The SPECTATOR does not deny that it favors condemnation of aid to
Communistic Russia nor does it offer its views in favor of aid toCommunist-
ic Russia
—
and until such time as this paper expresses its views editorially,
no man, woman, or child has a legitimate right publicly to suspect this paper
of taking a stand on the issue.
Certainly we would have devoted an equal amount of space to a student
group in favor of aid to Russia
—
if such a group had presented itself to us.Therefore, the only editorial policy of importance thus far expressed by the
SPECTATOR is that it will at any time present both sides of any question if
both factions present their views to us for publication.
Might we add for the benefit of those who doubt the existence of a group
condemning aid to Comunistic Russia, that the SPECTATOR would certainly
not have risked its entire future by printing a bogus article. There is such a
group, but a group which has asked that the names of its members be with-
held from publication until such time as they as a group sanction such publica-
tion.
The SPECTATOR printed this story because it believed and still believes
that any group at Seattle College, whether a majority or a minority, is entitled
to express its views in the only official organ at its disposal
—
that organ,
students of Seattle College, is YOUR SPECTATOR. If you fail to inform us of
/our opinions so we may print them, then you certainly have no right to crit-
icize the paper for printing news stories of student groups who are interested
snough in what they believe to want all Seattle to know about it.
Finally, and by far the most significant, most vital phase of the entire
issue is the fact that had the SPECTATOR refused to print this article on
10 aid to Comunistic Russia, it would have marked a censorship of the press
—
i censorship which would mean neither you, nor you, nor you, could expect
Lo know the things that are going on within your school. It would mean that
Freedom of expression had been strangled. It would mean that the SPECTA-
rOR could publish only bulletins, only non-controversial issues. We do not
relieve that the ASSC or the Faculty want to see this college and its paper re-
rert to a state that is contrary to all of Americanism.—
Bob LaLanne, Editor.
By Bob LaLanne
By Dick Brinck
I 'Tis the night for Blach
Cats to prowl; for horrid
witches to ride on broom-
[o sticks; for bands of small
lt boys to annoy their adult su-
n periors; for grotesque smiling
c pumpkins; for an influx of. cars on the Seattle to Everett
,s Highway. WHAT!
— an In-'
flux of cars on the Seattle to
r Everett Highway? Yes! For. tonight is the night of the Se-
h attle College Barn Dance,
which has been traditionally
featured by old clothes, cos-
tumes, and come as you were
when dated; held at Dick
Parker's Pavillion from 9:00
to 12:00; featuring Kenny
Thompson's Orchestra.
r Fun Prevails
t Hundreds of spirited Seattle.College students, alumni, and
! friends in vehicles will over-
t flow the highway en route to
1 Dick Parker's Pavillion. Those
3 people consisting of you, you,. and you will gather there to
r frolic and caper in the name
» of Seattle College. Spirit and
t fun will prevail. One and all
will have a good time; they
jwill be unable to dootherwise.
iWhy? Because this is the
..|Barn Dance, Seattle College's
i best, biggest and greatest
|. dance of the year.
■ Now, what are YOU going. to wear? We, sound of body. and mind and in goodhealth,
in no way intimidated by any|
outside force are going to
wear old clothes! We're going
to follow the original theme of
the dance as it was conceived
of in 1937 by those celebrated
gentlemen, Bill Bates and
other underclassmen. This
need not be so for you, be-
cause youmay wear anykind
of raiment, from old potato
sacks to kingly garments.
So, we're sure that your fit-
ting (?) and original costume
with you in it will be among
us tonight at Dick Parker's ,
pavillion, from 9:00 to 12:00
with Kenny Thompson's solid (
outfit sending those musical j
gems our way.
Pledges To Be
Selected Soon
Announces Buhr
II
Disclosed this week by Honor-
able Duke, Tony Buhr of the ,
Wigwam Chapter, Intercollegiate
Knights, applications have been
*
collected and pledges will be sel- t
ected within the next few weeks, j
An indefinite number of new
knights will be accepted into the I
service club, it was revealed by
Buhr.
Requirements for a Knight are t
that he is a Seattle College stud- fent carrying the prescribed col-
lege hours and is a fully regis-
*
tered day student. Tony Buhr in y
giving the aims of the organiza- ;
tion said, "Anything that the
'
student body wishes of us in the c
line of service is our goal. Serv-
ice, sacrifice, and loyalty are the
main ends of the knights.'1 I!
Established as an underclass- r
men's society Frosh and Sopho-
mores are admitted as members. a
Juniors are officers and Seniors t
honoraries. Letters from Candida- f
tes were accepted from October
_
22 to October 28. Based on reas- 1
ons for an applicant's desire to join Jj
the Wigwam chapter, letters con-
tained the person's name, college,
*
major and incidental formalities.
Why women students d<
not take a stand at studen
body meetings is a questioi
that leaves us at a completi
loss for an answer. It is in
valuably the man who debates
an issue, or proposes one
This certainly is not compli
mentary to the statement thai
women are on an equal with
men in affairs of this nature... Or could it be that thej
have discovered that silence
is golden.
#
"
#
Strangling arguments be-
fore they have a chance tc
mature is becoming a major
duty of the ASSC president
at every student body meet-
ing. This is no reflection on
Mr. Mongrain, but rather it
is a glaring revelation to all
concerned that one hour is
far too short a time to suc-
cessfully carry out a meeting. . . S. C. is growing and we
must recognize the fact first
of all at these meetings.
# #
"
Our opinion of the Inter-
collegiate Knightsvaries from
week to week depending, it
seems, on which Knights we
have occasion to converse
with. There should be a mem-
ber of that club delegated as
an official listener to the
problems of the student body
at large concerning the club.
We have been unintentionaly
misinformed o n important
items by well meaning
Knights, but ones certainly
not delegated to speak for
their club.
# * *
We fully expect to remem-
ber the Barn Dance tonight
as one of the most enjoyable
social events in our lifetime.
This year's affair should
eclipse all its predecessors if
advance indications can be
used as a measure of judg-
ment.
# * #
Little Things: The increas-
ing degree of laxity shown
by moving picture censors in
productions released this year
. ..There will be a constable
on duty at the dance tonight
to prevent Hallowe'en prank-
sters from running rampant
among college students' prop-
erty .. .Not since way back
when, has a Spectator caused
more comment than the one
of last week .. .And thanksI
a trillion for theappropriation
that allows us to attend the
convention at Portland next
month ... we will try to re-
turn with worthy ideas as a |
thanks for the student Body's j
generosity..A box of cigars
to the Barn Dance committee
for the grand way they re- \
ceived the many criticisms "
concerning the event..Short j
letters would be appreciated \
by this department on the i
subject, "what is expected of j
Catholic youth today" . . . i
'
i■ -'*** ■ l " * I
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STUDENT FACTION APPROVES RUSSIAN AID
Vol. IX.— No. 6.
TraditionalBarnDance
ScheduledFor Tonight
BARN DANCE
The Spectator
SEATTLE COLLEGE.
INSIDE
The
INSIDE
New S .C. Group Challenges
"No Aid To Russia" Faction
By Bill Moffat
Clarifying their attitude on
world and economic situations,
AFL convention leaders gave a
waiting public a sound platform
to stand on. A most practical
viewpoint presented by the Rus-
sian question was enforced by
convention delegates. Aid to Rus-
sia was expressed as being vital
for the preservation of our own
country, alone. A non-hypocriti-
cal position was assumed when
convention leaders pointed out
that Russia was as "noxious anil
unprincipled as the teachings and
practicesof Nazism." Pointing out
Russia's desperation caused by a
war forced upon her, labor leaders
pictured Russia as seeking the aid
of America, not out of friendship
Ibut out of the need of help. Aid
to Russia was urged for practical
reasons only, without any imita-
tion motives.
The plan of aiding Russia as
prescribed by convention attend-
ers isn.t too just a stand to take.
Labor leaders admit the ruthless-
ness of the Soviet and the havoc
communists have caused in labor
strikes. Yet they, knowing Rus-
sia's paganistic philosophy, wish
to help her. They are, indeed,
putting our country in a very dan-
gerous position. The culture of
one nation always influences the
culture of another nation. In aid-
ing Russia we leave ourselves open
to the influence of their habits
and customs on our people. Re-
isorted to also at the AFL conven-
tion was the platform denouncing
persecution of the Jews. Exceed-
ingly commendable is that point.
No race should be discriminated
against. Every man has the right
to his own beliefs. Every man has
equal rights. Jews as a class are
good citizens doing good work. If
a memberof their class does some-
thing wrong— that doesn't mean
the whole class is guilty.
While the AFL brought many
leading points into light they
overlooked a few things that
should have been brought to a
peak. Questions such as "Why
are Negroes and various races in-
eligible for membership in certain
unions?" were ignored or not an-
swered satisfactorily by labor
leaders. Ican't see why anyone
would deny a man his right to
work or his security. The only
objections to a Negro would be his
ignorance or lack of training and
this i.« applicable only in some
cases. Labor unions should pro-
tect the rights of all men, not just
white men. The Negro who is
trained for a certain industry has
the right to earn his living in that
industry. The unions have yet to
answer a leading question of "Why
are certain unions closed to certain
raop-i?" .
Boots . . .
Hiyu Cole-es!
I'm walking down the street,!
see?... and I'mhungry, see?... ■
when I sees a hash house. It's
:kinda a crummy beanery, but like i
IIsays... I'm hungry. So Iwalks
in, and porches myself up on a
Istool at the counter. Beside me
there's a newspaper, so Ipicks it (
up and starts to read it. I'm
readin' for five minutes, and I'm|
finally finding out that the darn
thing is two years old. I'm burned.
Pretty soon, some gal in a
Itattle-tale gray uniform comes|
Iaround to take my order. "What'll
iya have, Bub," she says— her .
j mouth is full of Double -Bubble '
gum. I'm lookin' at her face and
thinkin' hard. She hands me a ,
menu and Itake a gander at it.
There's what they're callin' a
"greasy spoon special"— it looks
good— Im orderin'.
* * *
Then this Hash-knife Helen
'
brings me a glass of water. It
looks dirty, but it feels cold, so I
'
I'm drinkin' it. Great Gallopin',:
Goons, it's carbonated water! I'm
blowin' my top. Ptomaine Tillie
'
gushes all over the place and
brings me a glass of pure ditch
'
water. Its full of tadpoles.
After about twenty minutesi,
Meatball Minnie's bringin' me my |]
dinner. There's two hunks of i ■
toast, that look like they'd been ■
cut with a axe and a razor blade j
in a thick fog. On top of this
there's a steak— and what a steak!
I'm tellin' ya, it was the uncooked-
est steak Iever saw. The blood's
just oozin' out all over it. Ithink
they branded a cow and then cut
the brand off and served it to me.
I'm loosin' my appetite in a hurry... so I'm beginnin' to eat. I'm
lakin' about three bites, but I
can't chew it. No wonder, I'm
chewin' on the elbow of the drunk
si'tin' next to me! Isaw a hunk
off my steak
—
the drunk tastesI
better. * * *
About the time I'm half through,
Porkchop Pearl screams "Double
grunt, with dishwater." This gets|
me. I'm lettin' my meal get cold <
whileItry to figure out what the I t
guy'll get. They're bringin' him )
two little pigs and a cup of coffee.|,
I'm gettin' my dessert.
The hasher hands me what used
'
to be some mince pie, only they
'
took the crust off of it and stepped 1
on it. Immakin' it a la mode, and >
they're puttin' a spoon of ice cream j!
on the top. Itake two bites, I'm :<
sick. I look at the tadpoles in' tity ; "
water and they make me sicker. ,i, i
I'm grabbin' my check and for-
ty-five cents to pay it and sneak £
up to the cash register. I'm c
waitin' and waitin'. No service in
this joint. Finally the gal comes
around and takes my money. I'm f
relieved and I'm startin' to walk
out, when a guy spills a cup of
coffee on my pants. I'm not likin'
soggy socks so I'm sluggin' the j
guy. He's out colder'n last Thanks-
givin's turkey. My knuckles are s
knobby. v
Then I'm realizin' the irony of
it all. It's teachin' me a lesson, i
Ever since then, when I'm hungry, t
I'm puttin' on a dress and goin' f
to one of them joints where they i
got a sign what says. "Booths for B
Ladies." If they can't have booths j
for men, I'll be a lady. I
Speaking
for Myself
Every other column, Ipresume,
is mentioning the Barn Dance, and
if there's anything Ihate it's be-
ing all alone,so I'llput in my two-
bits worth. To the new students:
Get your date today. It's late, but
not too late. Ask that cute trick
in Psych 92. This is The Big
Dancel
»J: )'". >|!
1 promised a memory or two of
the 'old days' at S. C. Well, how
many of you remember:The time
when Chuck Weil was Editor of
The Spectator? During that time
your correspondent was a fuzzy-
cheeked sports editor. Bob Sim-
mons, who holds an all-College
record for humor in its various
vagaries, started a campaign in
line with Editor Weil's avowedde-
termination to wreck the careers
of some of the College politicos.
Simmons pulled the best trick
of the year by cutting out various
sized pelts from some old leather.
He then pasted names of students
on them and tacked the pelts on
the Spec office wall. Then, when-
ever anyone asked about them,
Simmons would leer slightly and
say: "Oh, those? They are the
hides the Spec has bagged so far."
If memory serves, Ad Smith,
Helen McLendon and even Editor
Weil were among Simmons' vic-
tims.
By BillBates
Tidbits: Jack Terhar, one of S.
C.'s more loyal students, suggests
hat the Judicial Board be given
the break it deserves... The So-
dality's plan of daily Mass and
Rosary every noon is the best
thing that has hit the College in
long time. Many thanks to Father
Peronteau and the rest of the fac-
ulty ... On that point ... we are
never satisfied. Father Peronteau,
could Mass be just a little later?...Inotice Ruth Brand, last issue,
advised no fingernail polish —
HURRAY ... Do you, dear stud-
ent, realize you are matriculating
at the largest Catholic college west
of the Mississippi?* * *
May I suggest that every loyal
student purchase at least one
sticker for the back window or
windshield cf his car? It's an ef-
fective and inexpensive means of
boasting of the greatest school on
God's good greenearth. The book-
tore handles them. It'll do S. C.
more good than you'd expect.
More tidbits: A strongBravo to
Editor La Lanne for printing ar-
ticles hitting Aid-To-Godless-Rus-
sia... This column has the pleas-
ure of predicting the biggest news
story of the generation. 'It'lloccur
just before Christmas. Don't say
didn't tell you.
Hash...
Misanthropism
Knights SeekRecognition
From one chapter it has grown so
that today there are 18 colleges
under its affiliation. Its member-
ship extends through Washington,
Oregon, Idaho,Montana ,and Utah.
This year,under the guidance of
Tony Buhr, the Knights are going
to make many great strides. Their
chief aim is to bring national rec-
ognition to SeattleCollege through
contacts with the various colleges
up and down the Pacific Coast.
This is to be the banner year for
the local chapter, due to a larger
and greater Seattle College .
Service, sacrifice, and loyalty to
their college is the aim of each
Intercollegiate Knight. The local
chapter of the I.X.'s was founded
in the year 1936 under the guid-
ance of Bill Marx, Bob Hilten-
brand, and Bud Bader. With Bob
Hiltenbrand, Duke, they were ac-
cepted into the organization known
as the IntercollegiateKnights. The
important event took place in the
spring of 1940.
In the year 1919, the first chap-
ter of the I. X's was founded at
the University of Washington.
Chalk up November 9 as re-
served! For on that Sunday, the
Hiyu Cole truck will travel
|seventy-five miles up Darrington
way for a picnic lunch and laissez
faire in that Clear creek — laissez
faire in that wienners and buns
supplied by the club willbespread;
as soon as coffee boils in the pic-
turesque setting . . . And hikers
may ascend the trail as far as
they wish. "It's posible to reach
the snowline, Ibelieve," states
Bob Parent, Treasurer of the or-
ganization. "The trail isn't too
hard . . easy hikingup either Sauk
River or Clearcreek . .. and nice
scenery!"
Sign up by payment of seventy-
five cents as soon as possible. You
will be expected to attend Mass
before meeting- at 8:00 at the
Science Building
—
and you better
wear your boots!
INFORMALLY
By Mary Ellen Beyer
Maguire. ..
Wanderings
of a
Restless Pen
In Hours . ..
I The Sim, renting the veil of blackPeers out, shyly as a fawn.
| The shell of silence soon will crack
As earth beholds the dawn.
NOON
The sun, a gleaming orbit over-
head
Sits in lofty pride.
The men of nations break their
bread
In loving peace of noontide.
EVENING
The bird has flown to his nest
And ceased its silly preening.
All mankind deserves a rest,
The work is done, it's evening.
NIGHT
God spreads his mantle over earth
Shadows slowly creep.
Comes the all-embracing hush of
mirth;
The world has gone to sleep.
"—Dick Maguire,
Sophomore.
HELP WANTED
By Freshman!
"What do we do?
Where do we go?
Why do you run?
I'dlike to know."
"Always a rush
Then there's a bump.
Never a care
If you get a lump."
"Hurry! you're late!
Fast as you can.
Just take your time
Tell him you ran."
"I think he's hard!
No, he's not so bad.
He could be worse
Like some that I've had."
"Look at your text."
Listen to me.
OH! what to do
And just where to be.
These are our problems
Is it yes or no
Each one is different,
Iought to know.
We can't find the places
Don't know what to do
We run and we walk.
We needhelp from you.—
Margaret Slessman.
Brand New
BY RUTH BRAND
Theycaught oureye:Black
curly hair plus a scarlet coat— the perfect combination ...
Catherine Gregory.
Frances McGuire, extraI
comfy and collegiate in her
"Teddy Bear Jacket" . . .
"Two Smart Girls," Maryj
Beeson and Florida Perri tak-
'
ing bows for their hand- 1
wrought necklaces in pastel
colored wax.. .
Those new plaid sweaters
seem to be captivating ye fair
sex at S. C.— Barbara Cordes,
beige and blue ...B. J.Dun-
ham, royal and white, and
Lorayne Eisen in red and
grey ... just a few examples
of what the well-dressed co-
ed is wearing. Peggy Wiley,
tailored and trim, brown and
yellow always ranked first
with us, too ... Mary Ellen
Petrich glimpsed at the Sym-
phony— a picture of charming
symplicity in white moire taf-
feta topped with brilliant ear-
clips ...Betty Graham,anew
addition to S. C. . . . partic-
ularly stunning in her green
tweed suit . . . Mary Alice
Geyer arduously perusing her
books— and looking the stu-
dent as well in her white long ;
sleeved shirt and 60-inch j
pearls... Joan O'Brien light-
ing up the halls these grey
mornings in her dress of scar-
let corduroy and knit to
match.
GUFF
I PETT |
Yes, it's Barn Dance time again. Once
more, with tongue in cheek and aspirin on
the nearest sideboard we await uneasily the
parade of unnamable wearables that appears
each year at this time. But our fidgetiness
is not without cause.
'Twas in the fall of '39 that we first came
to the realization that these "Come in your
old clothes" affairs have the definite possi-
bilities of developing into large-scale ani-
mated nightmares. We were standing idly
by the sidelines (wishing that some girl
would ask us to dance), watching the varied
array of what some people call "oldclothes."
All six and one half feet of Joe LeGrand
were redundantly covered with an orange
and black clown costume; George Laßisso-
niere danced in pajamas and bath robe; Bill
Kelly was in full Chinese garb;and Joe Eng-
lish looked complex in tuxedo coat and hula
skirt. (The only exception to this mass di-
gression was Miss Mary Buchanan who ap-
peared ultimately appropriate in old potato
sacks.)
And at last year's dance, things were even
worse. Our estimable Bill Berridge romped
about ina gay romper suit;Nora Keavy and
Joe English rolled around as a pair of dice
(rumor had it that the dice were loaded) ;
Rita Chott dressed as a Red Cross nurse;
and when fellow-sufferer Tom Ward, attired
as the tin woodman of Oz, entered the hall.
some punster screamed, "Can the noise."
Our fears for the future of the dance were
almost realized, though, when the costume
prizes were awarded to Tom O'Donnell—
dressed as Simon Legree— and to Maxanna
Keene and Tony Daigle in quaint Dutch cos-
tumes.
At this time we pause. . .Should we insist
that all Frosh adhere to the "Come in old
clothes" idea, or should we recommend that
they adopt the "This is a Barn Danee
— come
Ias you like" theme.
If the latter, we can just see some of our
perennial Seniors, elaborately bedecked in
caps and gowns and carrying placards:
"Eventually— whynotnow?" Or if one wants
to be still more original, if not abstract, he
might come in a firm straight- jacket or in
neat black and white stripes as a somewhat
distant reference to ". .. The Institution of
jTomorrow."
History and Romance
By EILEEN MALLON
There is an indescribable feeling of peace-
fulness and undaunted revelry in the old car
barn, which is now a possession of Seattle
College. Enthusiastically it beckons all stu-
Idents with an engineering trend. The past
history of the building is both thrilling and
interesting. For forty-four years it was the
!arsenal for the Madison street cable cars,
Iand as you enter, you are impressed. Your
!enthusiasm mounts as you trespass from
iroom to room, and take notice of old im-
plements. The floor which has been newly
installed is 175 feet long, while the future
office has been entirely redecorated. In the
past, it was the mainstay of the city rail-
way people and their safe which they left
still remains intact. The exact place where
drivers were instructed on bus technique is
now used for college students who must
grasp the facts of drafting. The old entrance
through which cars came for their eve's
rest is now composed of an entirely new
wall, from which emerges a small pile of
rail. The main part of the building is to be
used for machine shops, two machines al-
ready having been purchased for courses in
the future.
The basement is truly fascinating. The
first object that meets the eye is an enorm-
ous machine, which served the purpose of
pulling the cars up and down the street.
Pits filled with water occupy prominent
places. In one opening the greasy water is
8 feet deep. A sump pump is being used to
remove the water from these pits. The old
room of the caretaker, is to be remodeled
and used as sleeping quarters for our jan-
itors. The basement is extremely large and
quite isolated from the surrounding noise
and roar of the city .. . Certainly a grand
place for undisturbed work!
Do you remember the publicity given in 19,'(2 to the small flying-
machine which was to revolutionize means of transportation for the
ordinary citizen? It was called the autogiro and is recognized as the
only basic contribution to flying since the Wright brothers took off
in a biplane in 1903.
The autogiro, 19:52 model, could lift into the air from anybody's
small front lawn, glide through the air at twenty-five miles an hour,
and float nicely to earth when directed downward. But when it would
land, the autogiro had the discouraging habit of rolling over on its
beam ends. Because of these expensive little mishaps, people who
|asked the man who owned one received a most derogatory reply.
In the first years after its appearance only eighty giros were sold
in America. The manufacturers of the machine, led by Harold F.'
Pitcaim, decided something had to be done. At the end of nearly
three years' work the Autogiro Company of Americaplaced a superior
product on the market. This machine gave full control at lowest as
" well as high speeds, carried a better load, flew faster, and could be
parked in the space of a Cadillac V-ltt
The company feels that the autogiro has a future. It pictures giro
commuters driving through city streets and flying through the air
at a top speed of 110 m. p. h. at a cost less than that of a light car.
Anything can happen.
Exchangitems
By Ann Baillargeon
She:
Takes
My tennis racquet
Borrows
My lipstick
Ruins
My nylon stockings
Eats
My chocolates
Steals
My boy friends.
But
She's my grandmother
And I love her!
—Pacific Lutheran College,
Parkland, Wn.* * *
College of Puget Sound, Tacoma,
has all-college hikes occasionally.
Thoy leave at 8:00 or thereabouts,
pay 60c and bring their own lun-
ches. Their first hike was up the
Mountain. We're not the only
Opinion . . .
By Angus Mac Arthur
Call me, if you will, a conservative, a stagnated
nonenity of inertia, either too timid, too lethargic,
or too ambitious to oppose the powers that be.
Perhaps this effort shall never reach publication,
but if it does, I know that Iwill he called all this
and a great deal more.
The truth is that I am not just slightly nausea-
ated by the "beefing," only vaguely post-adolescent,
in which the staff of the paper that reflects our
attitude to the world has been engaged the past
three strife-torn weeks. In strivng for the sensa-
tional, the epoch-making, it seems that you have
forgotten that your views are supposed to mirror
the balance, the clear thinking, th c cooperative
spirit that, from such a humble beginning, has
brought Seattle College to its present enviable
position as the largest Catholic institution of higher
learning west of the Mississippi. For in the past
issues all the space not crammed with gossip and
society tid-bits has been screaming to all who will
listen a belittling, a defamation, of everyone from
our esteemed President down to an obscure basket-
-ball player in an even more obscure intra-inural
This must remind an impartial observer of noth-
ing so much as a self-sympathizing cry-baby of
some twelve years, who runs sobbing home to his
doting mother with a one-sided, not wholly truthful,
report of some well deserved punishment that a
weary teacher was forced to mete out to the spoiled
brat in the course of the day.
Yes. at one titne or another you have taken a j
crack at nearly everyone in the school; you have,
seemingly at random, plunged verbal stilettos deep
into the honor and integrity of any person or group
that failed to share in your opinion that a student
publication should be the criterion of legality in
scholastic affairs. And first among the organiza-
tions thai has borne the frequent barrages of cal-
umny is the Intercollegiate Knights.
First of all, let us get this straight:Iam not a
member of the Knights, nor amIapplying for ad-I
mittance to that organization. I think that some
of the I.X.'s are the swellest fellows in the school,
and some of them don't hit it off too well with
me, nor I with them. But Iabsolutely fail to see
how anyone can make an analysis, that is in any-
way fair and unbiased, of the group as a whole
and still question, as does Mr. Riley. "Busy doin;;
what?" or condemn, a la Mr. LaLanne, "The
Knights will have a lot on their hands unless they
realize Seattle College . . . demands cooperation. . . not only from individuals, but from clubs as
"Busy doing what?" Well, didn't you marvel at
the number of lads and lassies at the student body
meeting last Friday? And who was responsible for
getting them there? Certainly not the Spectator
.staff! For you must have met, as I did, a lad inI
the maroon and white sweater of the Knights,
sweeping the halls clean of tardy guys and gals,
heading them for the old Casey Hall.
"Busy doing what?" Well, when the ticket sales
for the Drama Guild's presentation, "June Mad,"
had failed miserably, who took the responsibility
of filling the house for the first night curtain?
Certainly not Messrs. Bates, LaLanne, and Riley:
No, it was the "uncooperative"Knights who stepped
into the breach, changing dismal failure into one
of the most successful dramatic productions of the
|:hool's
history.
"Busy doing what?" Well, look around the .school,
et a glimpse of the number of the I.X.'s who are
nong the officers and hardest workers in the col-
ge: A. S. S. C.President Ray Mongrain, Advisory
oard Chairman Joe McArdle. and Hiking Club
rexyDon Nelson, to mention a few.
The source of constant amazement and disgust to
any of us is that a supposedly mature cliche of
our fellow students can be so insultingly ungrateful
to an organization that has since its origin labored, diligently for the good of the college.
We of Seattle College have a school unique in
its field; somewhere for us there must be a place
in the sun. Let us hope that one day we may reach
the pinnacle of success. Constructive criticism is
absolutely necessary, hut please, lads, let us be fair
in giving credit where credit is so justly deserved.
For who was it who said, "A house divided
against itself shall fall?" I
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In the wildest game of the season the Forum gave the
Hikers their first setback of the current schedule by a score
of 52 to 39.
Starting the game with only four players, OldHiyu jumped
into a quick lead on the accurate shooting of Voiland and
Charvet. Holding to their slim lead, they fellback into a tight
defensive game. They held the lead until late in the second
quarter.
. W. S. C. over Oregon. If Hol-
lingbery loses this one I'll tear
all my hair out. It's really their
turn to lose but I'll say the score
will be 7 to 0.
Ohio St. over Pittsburgh. It's
enough to say that Pittsburgh
hasn't won a game this year.
19 to 0.
Texas over S. M. U. Watch for
Texas in that Rose Bowl. They're
much too strong for the Metho-
dists. The score will be 21 to 0.
Stanford over Santa Clara. A
shot in the dark says Albert will
lead his team to a 7 to 0 score.
California over U. C. L. A. You
can pick either one. I'm picking
Cal by 17 to 6.
NOTICE
The next round inbasket-
ball will start next Wednes-
day. Watch Bulletin Board
for complete schedule.
BerridgeReviews Sports Stars
Of '37High School Baseball
What is it the University of
Washington football team lacks to
make it a great team? This
question doesn't apply only to this
year's team but also to most of
the previousclubs. There is some-
thing that sets a championship el-
even apart. There is a definite
spark that makes a team click.But
in the years that Ihave watched
Washington elevens Ihave never
seen that true spark. At times
they exhibit sparks of this spirit
but for the most part, they are
lethargic and prone to giveup once
they have got a seven point lead,
Ior else they go on the field in such
a state that it is practically im-
possible for them to score at all,
much less win.
Perhaps the fault lies in the
school, but they seem to have the!
ispirit; perhaps it is the coach's
Ifault. It is no secret that James
jPhelan can't get along with his j
players. Or perhaps it is the sub-
sidized prima dnnnas themselves.
Maybe they're content to take their
pay and don't give a d how
they play just so they get their
pay.
Idon't know where the fault lies
but until it is found and corrected
Washington will neverhave a na-
tional championship and very few
coast championships.
Paul Gallico, well known
sports story writer once coin-
ed the phrase "The Golden
Eraof Sports" and attributed
it to the brilliant array of
performers on the fields of
sports in the 19205.
However,Iwould like to
borrow that well known
phrase from Mr. Gallico and
apply it to the year 1937 in
the field of baseball for Se-
attle. No, Idon't mean the
Seattle Indians when Imake
this statement, but rather the
high school stars who per-
formed for the various
schbols throughout the city
that year.
A few days agoIhad cause
to browse through some high
school papers saved since my
prep days. While reading of
this and that Icame across
the all-city first and second
teams in baseball for that (
year.AsIlooked at the roster
that composed these two
teamsIwas astounded by the
number who have gone on in
this sport to greener fields.
Heading the list was Fred
Hutchinson, the Franklin star
who since starred for Seattle
and was sold to Detroit for
$80,000 dollars. At first base
on this club was Earl John-
son of Ballard. This left-hand-
er matriculated to St. Mary's
and from there graduated to
|the Boston Red Sox where
he is now a starting pitcher.
He was placed at first base
in these selections because of
his heavyhitting and the fact
there were so many outstand-
ing pitchers that year.
Mike Budnick was a second
string pitcher. Big Mike won
more than 20 games for the
Spokane Indians last year in
the Western International
league and is due for a trial
with Seattle next spring.Paul
Irvin,the West Seattle wrong-
hander, was placed in right
field an the second squad.
BeforeIdelve into the mysteries
of this week's football forecast,
I'm changing turbans. After last
week's woeful record I'm wearing
a lovely little thing made of black
crepe. Ineverevencalled a single
Pacific Coast conference game cor-
ectly, and if Gonzaga hadn't been
lucky I'd have lost every game on
the coast. Iwon ten, lost four,
and tied one, which brings my
season record to 42 right out of
59 guesses for an average of .712.
Here Igo into my semi-stupor.
Alabama over Kentucky. So far
this season the Kaintucks haven't
shown very much and Alabama is
looking pretty hot. Score, 13 to 0.
Notre Dame over Army. This
ancient feud should develop into
j something of a dog fight, but the
Irish areby far the strongest team
and should come out on top by at
least 19 to 6.
Colgate over Holy Cross. Col-
gate is one of the surprising teams
of the nation this year, and should
trounce the Catholic boys by 20
to 7.
Cornell over Columbia. The boys
from the big town have not shown
too much so far this season, while
Cornell has been winning a few
games. It will be a close one, and
the score will not exceed 10 to 7.
Fordham over Purdue. Don't
sell the Boilermakers short— they
have been showing that they are
not to be tromped on. However,
the Rams are too strong and
should win by 24 to 6,
Duke over Georgia Tech. Those
Dukes are going wild this season
and will not be stopped by the
likes of the Georgians. 31 to 14.
Michigan over Illinois. Although
the Illini took an awful beating
at the hands of Frank Leahy and
his boys last week, and should be
in fightin' prime, they will lose
this one, too, and by a score of
39 to 7.
Tennessee over L. S. U. The
Tennessee teams of last year have
gone their way, but another al-
most as good is back. Too good
for L. S. U. 18 to 0.
Marquette over Mississippi.
Don't ask me why. 7 to 6.
Minnesota over Northwestern. \
You might see the upset of the
season here, but Idon't think so.
The score will "be 13 to 7.
| In the second quarter, Forum,
behind the swift, accurate passing '
of Perry and Yamauchi, began to
roll. Fujiwara threw in two quick
buckets and Dave Barry threw In
two more to even the score. Until
the end of the half the teams
matched point for point with the
halftime bell showing the Forum
in the lead by one slim point.
Hikers Rally
Led by Riley and Charvet, the
Hikers fought back in the third
quarter to take over the lead for
one short instant, then lost it as
|Perry tickled the twine with twocripples. Forum never relinquished
the lead from that time.
Tn the fourth quarter,with For-
um in the lead by nine points,
Riley again sparked a rally by
sinking four points and Bob Roy
canned a long one to come within
three points of the leaders. Then
|Riley went out on fouls, and the
Hikers' defense fell to pieces. Fu-
jiwara threw in baskets right and
left to build up a thirteen-point
lead when the final gun sounded.
Fujiwara Hot
Fujiwara of the Forum scored
20 points to lead the scoring, fol-
lowed by Charvet of the Hikers
with 14. Fujiwara and Bob Roy
of the Hikers were the defensive
ballplayers of the days.
This defeat knocked the Hikers
from their berth as the league
leaders and shoved the league
into a three-way tie for top hon-
ors. Gavel, Forum, and the Hikers
have all won two and lost one.
In the game Monday, Gavel won
by forfeit over the Mendel Club,
which failed to show. This leaves
Mendel in the cellar with no wins
and three losses to their credit.
The lineups:
FORUM HIKERS
Perry 13 Riley 12_
Barry 5 Voiland
" " "ij
'
Fujiwara 20 Harkens
McKay „. 6 Charvet 14
McDevitt 4 Roy 7
Yamauchi 4
STATEMENT OF POLICY
This page is for the sole purpose of bringing news and
views of our sports program to Seatle College students. At
no time will political issues appear here and no articles not
pertinent to sports shall adorn any sports column, what-
ever controversial statements on school politics,.world af-
fairs, or any other non-athletic subject shall appear else-
where.
SOFTIES . . .
I'm beginning to think that the male students at S. C.
are the biggest bunch of sissies that ever walked. Every-
body screams for intercollegiate athletics, but it's tough to
get up even a pinochle game. You could put all the bowlers
in a phone booth and still have room left over. Eighteen
hundred students in school and twenty-five basketball play-
ers. We've got about enough badminton players to wreck
one bird in a year. Even on the hikes, some of the boys pre-
fer to hike via the thumb. This modern youth is sure some
guy. He's got a cast-iron stomach and sixty pounds of fat.
Maybe it's a good thing we don't have intercollegiate j
teams. The players would probably run to the bench everj
three minutes and get a mass transfusion. Come on over
you softies and put your muscles back where they ought
to be.
COMMENT...
What a dog-fight the intramural league is developing into, j
Every team has been defeated at least once, and all are j
evenly matched. It's too bad they can't play before a crowd j—
it's too bad they can't play before at least one person —
'
they'd play a lot better ball.
The Hikers are scrappy, have three or four good shots i
and lots of fight. Gavel is smooth and fast with a good pass- 1
ingattack. Forum has the best defensive team in the league,
and is plenty tough. Mendel hasn't shown much as yet, but
are improving and should be right in the thick of the fight !
STARS . ..
John Fujiwara is a sweet checker and will probably be the
best in the leave. His system, although slightly unorthodox,
is effective and allows little scoring. He's no slouch on of-
fense either, being able to can those buckets "right regular
like" when he is given half a chance.
Tommy Ryan isstill the best all-round player of the league,i
He's a swell defensive man in spite of his stature, a phe-!
nomenal long shot, and a smooth ball-handler. It's just too
bad that he isn't about a foot higher
—
you couldn't beat
him.
ROUND ROBIN ...
Roscoe Balch is doing a very creditable job of handling;
the Casey checkroom. He uses the O'Brien system .. . The'
new shirts caused quite a furor, with the Forum being wor-
shipped by the feminine gallery . .. Brennan's bowlers are
improving rapidly led by Dave Barry, Rodney Burgh, and
Adele Campbell . . . Joe Yagel and Al Burke stage grudge
matches in badminton and Yagel always wins. . . . Bill
Powers says Golf is coming along ... Terhar is putting the
spurs to the riding club and has it functioning smoothly... Joe Merrick still won't talk about his summer pro ball...The Mendel Club shirts will be red with green letters—
Jingle bells . . . Any mention of the Mendel Club on this
page refers to their basketball team and not to the club
itself .. . There may be an all-star intramural team which
will play outside games but not under the colors of Seattle
College . . . Looks like we've a couple of fighters in the
school. There may be a smoker in the offing . ..
COMMENT. ..
Iwould like to see about six or eight pages of the coming
Aegis devoted to sports. Atheletics are really our main ac-
tivity and should deserve more space. We need not only
action pictures — and we need lots of them in aU sports,
but shots of individual players and teams. Make the Aegis
truly pictorial of our sports program.
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FUJIWARA STARS AS FORUM UPSETS HIKERS
Gertie The Guesser
Friday, October 31, 1941
SPECTATOR
SPORTS
Lack Of Spirit Is
DownfallofU.Team
Gavel And Forum Win; Three
Way Tie For League Leadership
Dan Riley, Editor
Friday, October 31, 1941 Page Three
JlSliiiill
KEEP FIT!
Bowling Tom Brennan
Basket-ball, John McKay
Golf Bill Powers
Riding Jack Terhar
Hiking Don Nelson
Badminton
Peg McGowan
We Appreciate Your
Patronage
SKIERS ATTENTION
A COMPLETE SKIER'S SERVICE
New and Used Ski Outfits
—
Ski Clothing and Accessories
We Maintain a Complete Repair and MetalEdging Service
SCOTT OSBORN and OLAV ULLAND
2nd & Seneca
You Can Get Good Low Priced Meals
MRS, REYNOLD'S CAFETERIA
Basement of Science Bldg.
CORDS— BELL BOTTOM CORDS— CORDS
In cream, navy .snd caster
—
25- and 28-inch bottoms, $3 95
22-inch bottoms, $2.95 to $4.13
Youths' and Boys' Cords and Cloth Pants, $1.49 to $2.95
SLACKS
—
NEW NOVELTY
—
SLACKS
In checks, plaids, plain colors, from $2.95 to .$4.95 in 22 and 24
inch bottoms. Novelty and pleated back swp.nters
—
Buttons
—
" Zips— Wool Pullovers. Heavy wool jackets $3.95 and $4.95 in
plain colors and novelties. Heavy Brogue School Shoes $3.45
First and Union LARSEN CLOTHING CO. First and Union
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Students Aroused On
Russian AidQuestion
Charter Membership
Introducing Mv Sigma, the new
Seattle College honorary for those
students who have taken music
studies at the College, Mary lCllen
Petrich recently announced that
charter memberships have been
awarded. The organization's first
meeting is scheduled for Nov. 3
at 12:30.
Qualifications for entry into the
club are, 10 hours of musical
studies with a 2.7 grade point in
these studies, and a "B" average
in other subjects. Limited to 15
persons, membership is granted to
the club in the Spring Quarter.
Planning of appearances of the
various musical organizations at
student body meetings ;ind outside
varieties is Mv Sigma'.^ purpose.
Recitals and a monthly amateur
night are arranged. Termed as a
Igreat success by honorary mem-
Ibers the first amateur night
Ibrought forth much variety. Those
; wishing to appear in these month-
ly entertainments are urged to
contact Mv Sigma members.
Mendelians Plan
"GhastlyGreeting"
On next Wednesday evening the
shadow of the grim reaper will
cloak the Biology laboratory and
fall across those who are to be
initiated into the Mendel Club.
ChairmanDon Nelson and his com-
mittee are putting forth every ef-
fort in order to make this initia-
tion the best in the history of the
club. To quote Mr. Nelson, "The
Mendel Club has had some very
interesting- initiations in the past,
but since we have acquired some
new specimens, as well as ideas,I
believe this initiation will far sur-
pass any that have preceded it.''
Those prospective members who
wish to be initiated should submit
their names to President Bill
Haines, Chairman Don Nelson, or
Secretary Marion Treiber by next
Tuesday.
OrchestraStillNeeds
PlayersSaysFr.Reidy
"Students, do you play a musical
instrument? If so, you can bene-
fit by turning out for orchestra.
You are needed. Especially if you
play a clarinet, saxophoneor some
other brass," say members of the
orchestra.
Because of a definite lack of
horns Father Reidy has not yet
been able to plan a program of
appearances for the orchestra. But
he says that with your cooperation
in joiningand turning out for prac-
tice on Mondays and Wednesdays,
from 12 until 1, this can soon be
remedied.
It is hoped that the orchestra
will be able to begin its public
appearances at the coming play.
The present members of the or-
chestra are: Tom Brady, piano;
Wilma Brozavich, saxophone, Myr-
naDe Bolt, clarinet; and Margaret
Horan, Kathryn Jones, Becky Mc-
Ardle, Jean McLeod, Mary L.Mel-
burn,Dave Read, and Mary Ward,
violin.
New Spec.Policy
DrawsScores Of
Student Letters
Literally deluged with let-
ters this week was the editor's
desk in the Spectator office.
Students voiced opinions on
nearly everything under the
sun. but all agreed that The
Spectator should continue its
new policy of printing contro-
versial issues.
The staff of the paper believed
that this unusual number of letters
showed that the students of Seat-
tle College are active, alert, and
have definite views, but heretoforej
have had no way of expressingj
their opinions to the public.
Those who wrote letters are as
follows: Ray Mongrain, John Ka-|
tona, Andy Charvet, Bertha Glea-
son, Mary Hughes, Ramona Haw-
thorne, Barbetta Meyer, Mary El-
len Petrich, Kay Mullins, Ruth
Dwyer, Phyllis Masker, Kay Mc-
Ardle, Mary Doherty, Ed Hardi-
man, Jean Kinney, Becky McArdle,
Margaret Barnes, Eileen Mallon,
Anne Gorman, Kathryn Jones, Kay
Deloughery, Mary Fischer, Ed
Craig, Vernon Harkins, Joe Mc-
Ardle. Ed Kohls, Russel Dahline,
Stan Conroy, Thomas L. Scanlon,
Jr., Alberta Greive, Bob Greive, A.
Daly, R. J. Morland, Hugh Carn-
ey and Roscoe Balch.
S. C. Will Take Part
InComing Book Fair
Seattle College will take an
active part in the forthcoming
National Catholic Book Fair to be
held at Forest Ridge Convent
Nov. 6, 7 and 8. The Mothers
club of the College are to act as
hostesses at the fair Thursday
! afternoon. The Silver Scroll, Wo-
men's Honorary Society at the
College, will assist at the teas and
act as usherettes in the evening.
Dr. Cory, professor of Philo-
sophy at the University of Wash-
ington will lecture the first night,
November 6. His recently publish-
ed book "The Emancipation of a
Free Thinker," will be featured at
the exhibit.
The Seattle College mixed
quartet will provide the music
for the Fair. Father Robert Car-
mody S. J., of the Seattle Col-
lege Department will review the
"Keys of the Kingdom," by A. J.
Cronin, and Sterling Miller, Fresh-
men at the College will speak on
the gallery of living Catholic
Authors.
The purpose of the Book Fair is
to acquaint the public with Cath-
olic literature and to promote
Catholic reading.
The general public is welcome.
Editor Mitchell
Announces Staff
(Continued from page 1)
and Rosemary Weil, circulation
mgr. with the following also on the|
staff: Mary Ellen Currid, Betty
Bauer,MildredKatica,FloridaPer-
ri, Mary McCoy, Louise Smyth,and
DorotheaTvete. Manymore work-
ers are still needed to cover the
advertising field, and applications
for membership on both divisions
of the staff are stillbeing accepted,
according to the editor.
(Continued from page 1)
their trust in God during this
crisis. We are giving all our aid
to the down-trodden,not a man or
men who pretend to be gods!
Pope Pius XII, the present Pope,
has made no statement regarding
our aid to Russia. He has not
named it a sin. If His Holiness,
the Pope, the highest Catholic au-
thority, has made no statement,
what right have others to state
the position of the Catholic
Church?
Force May Be Used
From the book "A Code of In-
ternational Ethics" Iquote: "Rea-
sonable Catholic opinion holds
that force may be resorted to in
the four following cases: (Force
is defined as diplomatic represen-
tations, economic measures, an
embargo, or a peaceful blockade,
naval or military demonstrations.)
"(a). When a state has recourse
to it to defend its legitimate in-
terests which have been unjustly
attacked or threatenedby the pol-
icy of another power, where suchI
use of force belongs to the right
of self preservation;
"(b). When its object is to as-
sist a third power which is the
victim of unjust aggression;
"(c). When its purpose is to se-
cure respect for certain rules of
the Law of Nations, the observ-
ance of which is a vital necessity
for all members of International
Society;
"(d). When it is resorted to for
the defense of the higher rights
and interests of humanity against
barbarism."
Rev. John Murry, S.J., says the
logical conclusion of all this would
appear to be that States may use
force against an unjust and ag-
gressive power.
According to this statement, the
United States may aid Russia,
and the means we have selected
to aid them is by supplying arms
and materials for defense. This
war cannot be won by words, eco-
nomic blockades, or the building
of unlimited numbers of bombing
planes. Superior armed might on
the actual field of battle is the
only hope of overcoming the Ger-
man war machine. The stubborn
nature of Russia's current defense
is in itself proof that hatred of a
tyranny which rules a people does
not stop them from fighting for
their country. Lack of bullets,
guns, and tanks will stop Russia
from defending herself
— and then
it will be up to you and you and
you to go out and stop this Hitler
drive. Will you be as bold and
brave in stopping Hitler's bullets
as in demanding "no more aid to
Russia?"
Silver Scroll
Head Scores
Criticizers
At this season of the year, all
of the clubs and societies are or-
ganizing their plans for the com-
ing year, and swelling their de-
pleted ranks by the induction of
new members. At this time, also,
the various honor societies are an-
nouncing their pledges— and there
follows a trail of broken hearts or
bruised vanities. Of course, this
will always happenunder any sys-
tem of selective awards, but a lot
of disappointment can be avoided
with a little forethought.
The avowed purpose of all hon-
or societiesis to reward those who
have attained a certain scholastic
standard, for after all, students
are, at least theoretically,assumed
to plan on studying if they attend
a college. Anyone who is invest-
ing his money and his time inhis
own future, should be interested
enough to try to realize as much
as possible on his investment.
Normally, such persons get fair-
ly good grades, and equally norm-
ally, it is the function of honor
societies to bestow recognition on
such students. But the interest
cannot be sudden, nor embarked
upon late in the academic career.
If the student wants recognition,
he should start at the beginning,
in the first quarter of his fresh-
man year. Honor societies usual-
ly take persons showing sustained
good scholarshipnot from the first
year class, but select their mem-
bership from students of advanced
Last week the Silver Scroll, up-
perclass women's honorary, an-
nounced its pledges. Some critic-
ism has been levelled at a few of
the new members. However, it
should be pointed out to, and re-
membered by, the critics, that not
only were all the girls subjected
to a rigid scholastic test, but that
each must have accumulated a
number of points in service for
Seattle College. These points were
basedon the candidate's activities
from the beginning of the fresh-
man year onward, and didnot nec-
essarily indicatepresentactivepar-
ticipation in the branches listed.
Each girl was credited with two
_-
I.rK-*it:cs, those in which she had
gatheredmost activity points. Each
girl had, however, many more
points than those for which she
was cited. Furthermore, no name
was permitted to come before the
society for an elective vote, unless
the girl had measured up to both
the scholastic and activity yard-
stick (as administered by the fac-
Rats AllI Wanted
Was AnEducation
Hunting season is officially
openin the new building,stat-
ed Roily Ellis, head game-
keeper here today.
Ellis had the honor of bagging
first game yesterday in Father
McGoldrick's psychology class.The
victim was a three-legged mouse.
Staggering drunkenly across the
floor, the mouse leered at the fem-
inine contingent in the class, and
though slightly taken aback by the
response of the aforesaid students,
stayed on his course.
Bravely rising from his seat,
Huntsman Ellis rolled up his
sleeves and prepared to do battle
with the rodent. After a fierce
struggle, the mouse came out sec-
ond best, and was escorted from
the room by Ellis, who had ahalf-
nelson on his tail.
When interviewed, Oswald, who
claims to be a cousin to cinema
star Mickey, stated, "Twarent no-
thin',Iwas just after some higher
education, but hadn't bothered to
register. Now I'll try auditing
some chemistry classes, and maybe
I'll even turn out for Spectator."
Said Victor Ellis, "It was a
tough fight, ma, butIwon."
Community Fund
Drive On At S. C.
(Continued from Page 1)
lems caused by increased popula-
tion resulting from defense indus-
tries and military and naval con-
centrations here. The Community
fund will receive practically the
same amount as last year except
for an additional fund which will
be set up as an emergency budget
to be discontinued when the emer-
gency is over.
The goal for the Greater Seat-
tle Defense Chest is $865,469.^
We here in Seattle College, as
Father Beezer pointed out, have
no monetary goal. Ours will be
as our conscience bids; as much or
as little as we want to give. As
quoted from Mary Ellen Petrich,
co-partner of Stanley Conroy,
managers of the Seattle College
drive, "We hope to get many dol-
lars from the students and we
know that they'll cooperate."
The drive will end Nov. 7, 1941
so give what you can now, to
Father Beezer in the Book Store.
S. C. Buyers
Patronize Spectator
Advertisers
HAVE YOU TRIED ONE OF
OUR MALTS LATELY?
HILLTOP, INC.
410 15th No.
Ten - O - Four
Beauty andBarber Shop j
1004 Madison
Venetian Grocery
Get Your Candy Before
Going Into the Show
1425 E. Pine (Next to Venetian
Theatre)
Eatat the College Cavern...
It's at the bottom, but
IT'S TOPS
Fine Portraitures
R. S. Ochi Studios
522 Broadway N. EA. 1170
Everyone Goes
PAT'S
1118 - 12th Aye.
ty adviser.)
Dempsey's
Pharmacy
We Can Fill All Your
Pharmacy Needs
235 Brdy No. CA. 4800
Frank Perri
TAILOR
Special Made To Measure Suits
$40.00 and up
Phone Second Floor
ELiot 0755 Vance Building
PETSCHL'S I
MARKET
1923 Third Avenue
MAin 2871
Your Favorite Records
Recordings of Lily Pons
Metropolitan Opera Star
Radio Specialties
Company
408 Broadway N. EA. 3131
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
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